Dancin’ Party

Music: Dancin’ Party by Showaddywaddy
Genre: 50s, Tempo: 80 bpm
Album: 100 Hits Legends
Choreo: Karen Tripp, karen@trippcentral.ca
Level: Intro (No DS)

Sequence: Wait 8 beats, A-B-A*-C-A*-B-A*-C-B-A*

PART A (32 beats)
(4) 4 Heel-Toe (moving forward)
(4) 4 Toe-Heel (moving back)
(8) 4 Step, Rock Step
Repeat all of above

PART B (16 beats)
(4) (moving left) Step, Rock Step, Rock Step, Rock step
(4) (moving right) Step, Rock Step, Rock Step, Rock step
Repeat all of above

Repeat ½ Part A* (16 beats)
(4) 4 Heel-Toe (moving forward)
(4) 4 Toe-Heel (moving back)
(8) 4 Step, Rock Step

PART C (16 beats)
(4) (turning ½ L) Step, Rock Step, Rock Step, Rock Step
(4) (turning ½ R) Step, Rock Step, Rock Step, Rock Step
Repeat all of above

Repeat Part A* [Forward: 4 Heel-Toe, Back: 4 Toe-Heel, 4 SRS]
Repeat Part B [Moving left: S RS RS RS, Moving right: S RS RS RS, Repeat all]
Repeat Part A* [Forward: 4 Heel Toe, Back: 4 Toe Heel, 4 SRS]
Repeat Part C [Turning ½ L: S RS RS RS, Turning ½ R: S RS RS RS, Repeat all]
Repeat Part B [Moving left: S RS RS RS, Moving right: S RS RS RS, Repeat all]
Repeat Part A* [Forward: 4 Heel-Toe, Back: 4 Toe-Heel, 4 SRS]

Legend:
S: Step
RS: Rock Step